
Frequently Asked Questions
› Is there a need for additional refrigerant?

› No there is no instruction for additional refrigerant charge. For VRV there is also no instruction to add more refrigerant for indoor units. In case of 
EKEQF there is limit on about 90-110% CR, so covered in normal manual procedures. In case of EKEQM, you can go up to 130% CR, this is also 
explained in manuals.

› Why can’t we use an interlaced coil with Z control?

› The reason is that the result of the application would be poor  the control of the multiple circuits will be either all on or all off without any 
modulation  either no capacity or no capacity at all

› As mentioned, Z control is recommended for recirculation application where the AHU play the role of a “big duct VRV unit”. We can provide cooling 
capacity of up to 61 kW with an one-circuit coil. Do we really need more than this?

› In case of use of Z control what is the piping limitation?

› If it is used in a multi or mix configuration, then it follows the piping limitations of the relevant outdoor unit.

› If it is used in a pair configuration, then it is 50 m (like for X, Y and W control)  having one unit/coil we cannot have long piping lengths in order to 
secure correct refrigerant/oil management (same reason as for X, Y and W control)

› Why are there such limitations for X, Y and W control while for Z control we can go for multi/mix with a lot higher piping limitations?

› In the case of X, Y and W control we control the Te/Tc  we cannot have multiple AHUs with or without IDUs connected to the same ODU and at 
the same time request multiple Te/Tc for each AHU.

› The limited piping limitation for X, Y and W is because we are only talking for pair application  previously explained. Also Z control cannot 
support long piping when in pair configuration.
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